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Abstract
Leptoquarks enter in several extensions of the Standard Model as possible solutions
to a number of observed anomalies. We work within the soft collinear effective theory
framework to present a detailed analysis of the decay rates of the three leptoquarks
that appear the most in literature, the scalars S1 and S3 and the vector U
µ
1 . Using
renormalization group methods we resum the large logarithms arising from the evolution
of the Wilson coefficients between the New Physics scale and the electroweak scale. We
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1 Introduction
Leptoquarks are hypothetical particles that couple both to leptons and quarks and appear in
several extensions of the Standard Model (SM) [1–4]. They are color triplets and were initially
predicted in the Pati-Salam model [5] and other unified theories [6–8]. Leptoquark vertices
can violate the lepton univerality in the SM and introduce generation changing interactions.
In resent years the observation of the B-meson anomalies in R(D∗) and R(K) measurements
[9, 10] have raised an interest in both vector (spin 1) and scalar (spin 0) leptoquarks. Indeed
leptoquarks have become prominent candidates responsible for these observed deviations from
the SM. Other authors have used leptoquarks as a possible solution to the long standing
problem of the (g − 2)µ anomaly [11–14]. In several of the theoretical models that try to fit
the anomalies the predicted leptoquark particles are a vector Uµ1 and two scalars S1 and S3,
where S1 is a singlet under SU(2)L and S3 transfors as a triplet in SU(2)L [13, 15–26].
Current searches for leptoquark pair production at LHC at
√
s = 13 TeV have set a lower
mass limit at round 1.7 TeV [27, 28]. Considering also the future upgrade of the LHC, if
leptoquarks exist, in principle it would be possible to have one of these particles produced on-
shell. Then the next natural step would be to study their properties in an effective field theory
(EFT) approach. Soft collinear effective field theory (SCET) offers a consistent framework
to describe the decay rates of these particles. SCET is a non-local EFT that quantitatively
describes the decays of heavy particles into light and energetic ones, initially developed to
study the B-meson decays [29–31]. The approach of using SCET to analyse the decays of
beyond the SM particles was intially introduced in [32] as the SCET-BSM framework for the
decays of a heavy singlet and was later applied to a model with vector-like quark mediators in
[33]. In this work we use the SCET formalism to build the effective Lagrangians that describe
the decays of the leptoquark Uµ1 , S1 and S3. We construct the operator basis for two and
three body final states at leading and subleading order in the power counting parameter λ.
The parameter λ is of the order v/Λ where Λ is some large scale, v is the electroweak scale
and Λ  v. In addition we use renormalization group techniques to resum the QCD and
electroweak large logarithms in the Wilson coefficients of leading order operators.
Here we assume that a leptoquark can couple to different families of leptons and quarks at
the same time, which is different from the original assumption on leptoquark couplings in the
Buchmüller-Rückl-Wyler model [4]. The final states consisit of SM particles and, to make the
discussion more interesting we also allow for the existance of a light right handed neutrino in
the particle spectrum. This is a singlet under the SM gauge group νR(1, 1, 0) and enters in
several models with neutrino mass generation [34, 35].
We begin in Section 2 with a short introduction on the basic elements of SCET relevant
for this work. In Section 3 we introduce heavy field effective theory that we need to describe
gauge boson interactions of charged heavy scalars and vectors. Then in Sections 4, 5 and 6
we construct the operator basis for the leptoquarks S1, S3 and U
µ
1 at O(λ2) and O(λ3). In
Section 7 we show the running of the Wilson coefficients of the operators and sum their large
logarithms using renormalization group equations. Lastly in Section 8 we present a tree level
matching for certain extensions of the SM and we finally conclude our results in Section 9.
We collect some of the expressions concerning technical details in the appendices.
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2 Basic elements of SCET
The central idea of SCET lies in identifying the leading order momentum regions with respect
to the parameter λ for any given process and assign those momentum regions to quantum fields.
The relevant momenta for the on-shell decays of a heavy particle are the collinear momenta
carried by the energetic decay products, the hard momenta that has been integrated out and
the soft momenta. The large energy flow in the final states defines the so called collinear
directions ~ni. For each such directions we define two vectors n
µ
i = {1, ~ni} and n̄
µ
i = {1,−~ni}
such that ni · n̄i = 2. The freedom to rescale these light-like reference vectors leads to the so
called reparametrization invariance in SCET [36], which is a remnant of Lorentz invariance.
All the operators of a SCET Lagrangian must be reparametrization invariant.
The four momentum of a particle moving in the ni collinear direction is written in terms
of the reference vectors
pµi = pi · n̄i
nµi
2






The components of the collinear momenta scale as (pi · ni, pi · n̄i, pi⊥) ∼ M(λ2, 1, λ), where
M is the mass of the decaying leptoquark. In fact M represents the scale of a whole physics
sector that has been integrated out and in principle could contain other heavy particles with
masses around the scale M . The soft momentum components are defined such that they all
vanish in the limit where λ→ 0. The exact λ- scaling depends on the specific process but for
most cases they are either ultra-soft, where kus ∼M(λ2, λ2, λ2) or soft, where ks ∼M(λ, λ, λ).
The fields in SCET have a well defined scaling with respect to the power counting parameter
λ. Acting with an arbitrary number of anti-collinear derivatives on a collinear field leaves its
λ-scaling unchanged. Then a collinear field ψni(x) can contain a series of such derivatives. To







(n̄i · ∂)k ψni(x) , (2)
where t is the displacement in the anti-collinear direction. In the Lagrangian operators built
out of such collinear fields always appear multiplied by Wilson coefficients that also depend
on the t parameters, and these products are integrated over the variables t. In this way an
arbitrary dependence on the large derivatives n̄i ·∂ is allowed. This property of collinear fields
makes SCET a non local EFT and it is therefore necessary to introduce Wilson lines in each
collinear direction ni defined as [37, 38]:







ds n̄i · A ani (x+ sn̄i)
]
, (3)
where Ani is a collinear gauge field and the t
a is the corresponding group generator in the
representation of the field where the Wilson line is acting on. The gA here is the gauge
coupling constant corresponding to the gauge field A. For the gauge group U(1)Y the gauge
field Aa is replaced by the gauge field B and the generators are the hypercharge Y of the field.




, such that this operator projects out only the large momentum component
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of the spinor and P 2ni = Pni . Then at leading order in λ a collinear SM fermion scales as O(λ)




W †ni(x)ψ(x) . (4)
Here the Wilson line Wni without the superscript (A) is a product of Wilson lines W
(A)
ni , one
for each gauge group where the field ψ(x) is transformed. The fermionic field Ψni(x) obeys
the constraint:
/̄niΨni(x) = 0 (5)





and it scales ∼ λ. These collinear fields in SCET defined in terms of Wilson lines are referred
to as collinear gauge invariant building blocks. The gauge invariant building block for a boson















For an Abelian gauge group such as U(1)Y the definition simplifies to:






(x+ sn̄i) , (8)
The different components of a vector field in SCET follow the same scaling as the corresponding
momentum component. Then from the definition of the Wilson line in (3) a collinear field
can emit any number of gauge bosons along its collinear direction suppressed only by powers
of the coupling constant. In addition since nµi in equation (7) is a light-like vector, the gauge
invariant building block for a gauge field obeys the following constraint:
n̄i · Ani = 0 . (9)
The remaining components of a collinear gauge field with momentum p ∼ M(λ2, 1, λ) will
scale as the corresponding momentum component [40]:
Aµni ,⊥ ∼ λ, ni · Ani ∼ λ
2 . (10)
where Aµni ,⊥ is defined:
Aµni ,⊥ = A
µ
ni




The component ni · Ani is power suppressed and in fact it can always be eliminated using a
field redefinition [41]. This implies that only the transverse component of a collinear gauge
boson will be produced in the decay of a heavy particle.
In principle it is possible to introduce SCET fields to describe also SM particles carrying
soft momenta and these fields have well defined scaling with respect to λ, similarly to the
4
collinear fields. In this work though we are interested in analysing two and three particle final
states, at leading and subleading order in λ. Operators with soft field are further suppressed
as they appear starting from O(λ3). The additonal particle we allow as a final state, the
right handed neutrino is represented by a collinear field νR(x). Contrary to the SM fields this
collinear field is not dressed in Wilson lines since it transforms trivially under the gauge group.
For a heavy particle charged under SM such as leptoquaks a consistent description requires
them to be treated within a heavy particle effective theory framework, similarly to the heavy
quark effective theory (HQET) [38, 42, 43]. In the next section we present a short overview
of the heavy particle effective theory, which we will apply for all three leptoquarks.
3 Heavy Particle Effective Theory
In our frame work of describing the decays of leptoquarks into SM particles we are integrating
out the heavy degrees of freedom around the scale of the leptoquark mass. This restricts the
interactions of these heavy particles only through soft momentum transfer k ∼ M(λ2, λ2, λ2)
such that the leptoquarks would still remain on shell via such interactions. The four momen-
tum of such a particle with mass M can be written:
pµ = Mvµ + kµ , (12)
where vµ = (1, 0, 0, 0), kµ is some residual momentum of the order of the EW scale in this
case. In the on shell limit the heavy scalar can be described by a quantum field Sv(x) such
that it admits the field redefinition where S(x)→ e−iMSv·xSv(x). Inserting this expression in
the Lagrangian of a complex scalar field:
Lscalar = (DµS)†DµS −M2 S†S, (13)
we get:
Lscalar = 2MS S†v (iv ·DSv) + (DµSv)†DµSv, (14)
where Dµ = ∂µ − igGaµta − ig2W aµ τa − ig1Y Bµ. The covariant derivative in this case will pick
up only the soft component of the momentum pµ since Sv(x) = e
−ix·kSv(k). The second term
in (14) is suppressed by (1/MS) relative to the first term. At leading power then the scalar
Lagrangian becomes the effective Lagrangian LHSET describing the propagation of the heavy
field Sv such that:
LHSET = 2MS
[






The physical quantities described by LHSET are mass independent at leading order. This
observation is similar to HQET and the accident symmetries that arise there [43]. This is due
to the fact that the exchange of an ultra soft gauge boson cannot probe the quantum numbers
of the particle, instead one would need a hard momentum exchange. In the analysis for the
two scalar leptoquarks S1 and S3 we will neglect the second term in (14).
In a similar fashion, a consistent description of the decay rates of a heavy vector particle
such as Uµ1 requires a heavy vector effective theory (HVET) that separates the leading power
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contribution from the vector field Uµ1 (x). We separate the transverse and longitudinal compo-
nents of the vector Uµ1 using the projector operators defined in terms of the reference vector
vµ:
T µν‖ = v
µvν , T µν⊥ = g
µν − vµvν (16)
where vµ is a reference vector in the direction of the four momentum of Uµ1 . The way we define








where Uµ1‖ is the component parallel to the direction of four momentum of the leptoquark
and Uµ1⊥ is the component perpendicular to its four momentum. Looking at the two point
correlation functions [40] for these two fields it is not difficult to show that the Uµ1‖ is powers
suppressed compared to Uµ1⊥. This means at leading power the U
µ
1 is produced perpendicu-
larly polarized and v · U1 = 0. Its longitudinal component is integrated out in the effective
Lagrangian. We derive this Lagrangian starting from the most general gauge invariant La-
grangian for a massive vector field Uµ1 (x)
1:
L = (DµU1ν)†DµU1ν − (DνU1µ)†DµU1ν −M2 U1µ†U1µ (18)
with Dµ = ∂µ − igGaµta − 23ig1Bµ. We perform a field transformation on U
µ





1v(x) contains only the soft momentum fluctuations. Then
the Lagrangian that describes the interactions of the heavy field Uµ1v(x) reads:
L = 2MU1 U
µ
1v
† (iv ·DU1vµ)+ (DµU1vν)†(DµU1vν)− (DνU1vµ)†(DµU1vµ) + L (v · U1) , (19)
where the second and the third term are suppressed relative to the first one by 1/MU1 . The





















where U1⊥vµ is the perpendicular component of the field U1vµ. The leading term in the above
Lagrangian is the same as the one in (14). In other words at leading power the renormal-
ization of the heavy vector field Uµ1v(x) and of its interactions with SM particles is similar to
renormalizing the field and the interactions of a heavy scalar.
4 SCET formalism for the scalar leptoquark S1(3, 1,−13)
The scalar leptoquark S1 is a color triplet, an SU(2)L singlet and has hypercharge Y = −1/3.
It couples to SM particles similarly to a right handed down type quark. This particular
1The minus sing in front of the second term is necessary to get the equation DµU
µ
1 = 0 in the massless
limit.
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leptoquark has been studied as a viable solution both to the flavour anomalies and the (g−2)µ
anomaly. Note that its quantum numbers allow the S1 to couple in operators that would
induce proton decays though we neglect those operators here. In literature they are usually
suppressed assuming the realization of certain symmetries such as Peccei-Quinn symetry or
other discrete symmetries [13, 15, 44].
4.1 Leading power two jet operators for S1
We start with the SCET Lagrangian that describes the decays of the S1 at leading order in
scale ratios λ. The decay products are all collinear gauge invariant building blocks presented
in the introduction and the leptoquark is described within the heavy scalar effective theory
by the heavy field S1v(x). At lowest order in λ the symmetries allow for S1 to couple to two
collinear fermions moving in opposite directions so the leading order operators are O(λ2). We
use the subscript ni to denote a collinear field in SCET moving in the ni direction. Then the





















S∗1v + (n1 ↔ n2) + h.c. ,
(21)
where CijS1f1f2 are the Wilson coefficients of the corresponding operators. We label the oper-
ators and their Wilson coefficient by their field content. The fields QL,ni and LL,n1 are the
collinear quark and lepton doublets while uR,ni and dR,ni , `R,ni and νR,ni stand for up and
down type collinear quarks, right handed collinear lepton and right handed collinear neutrino
respectively. The indices i, j where {i, j} ∈ {1, 2, 3} labell the fermion families. As mentioned
before we are considering here the most general case where the leptoquark can decay into a
quark and a lepton of different generations. This is the case which gives rise to flavour chang-
ing neutral currents (FCNC) in the model [45]. The fields that carry a superscript c are the
charge conjugate field defined as Ψc = CΨ̄T with C being the charge conjugate operator. As
a result all the operators in (21) violate fermion number conservation by ∆F = 2. The above
Lagrangian contains all the non-vanishing operators at O(λ2) that are SM gauge invariant,
Lorentz invariant and reparametrization invariant in SCET. For simplicity we keep the coor-
dinate and scale dependence of the fields and the Wilson coefficients implicit but according
to equation (2) the above operator products should be understood as products of non-local














where Λ represents the large scale that has been integrated out and µ is the factorization scale
of the operators. Inserting the exponential form of the series in (2) and apply it on the Fourier
transform of the fields we end up with the following:∫
ds dt C̄ijS∗1ucR`R





where Pi is a momentum label. This is a generalization to the four momentum pi carried by
the field with the index i where now Pi denotes the total momentum carried by all the fields
with the index i and n̄i · Pi will pick up the total large momentum component in the direction
ni. The Wilson coefficients appearing in the Lagrangian in (21) are defined as the Fourier
transform of the Wilson coefficients C̄(s, t,Λ, µ) such that:
C ≡ C(n̄1 · P1, n̄2 · P2,Λ, µ) =
∫
ds dt C̄(s, t,Λ, µ) eisn̄1·P1 eitn̄2·P2 . (24)
Using arguments of Lorentz and reparametrization invariance it follows that at leading order
the dependence of C (n̄1 · P1, n̄2 · P2,Λ, µ) on the momenta can only be proportional to the
operator P2, where P is the operator carrying the total momentum of all the final states,
whose eigenvalue is the mass of the leptoquark M for the two jet operators [32]. From now
on it is implied that all the Wilson coefficients of the two jet operators are defined as in (24).
Because of reparametrization invariance the n̄i · P scalar product can only depend on the
leptoquark mass M such that:
C ≡ C(n̄1 · P1, n̄2 · P2,Λ, µ) ≡ C(Λ,M, µ) . (25)
The Lagrangian in (21) contains only dimension four operators and therefore the Wilson























(µ) + h.c. ,
(26)



















1v + (n1 ↔ n2) .
(27)
The first two operators in the above equation define a two jet final state while the decay into a
νR is a mono jet signature plus missing energy. From this operator basis it is straightforward
to calculate the tree level decay rates of the leptoquark S1. In this case the SM fields and
the Wilson coefficients are transformed from the weak basis to the mass basis. We collect the
components Cij of the Wilson coefficients in the mass basis in the matrix C, which transforms
with the transformation matrix of the various fields in that operator.
The two body decays at O(λ2) are fixed by kinematics and in the limit of massless final
states the total decay rates for the singlet S1 are:























where MS1 is the mass of S1. For different final states the decay rates differ only by their
Wilson coefficients.
4.2 Subleading power two jet operators for S1
It is of interest to further explore the beyond SM SCET Lagrangian at O(λ3). At subleading
order in power counting S1 decays into two and three jet final states. In the first case two
collinear particles in ni direction share the total jet momentum P such that one of the particles
will carry momentum uP , with 0 < u < 1 and the other momentum (1−u)P . Since u can have
any value between 0 and 1 one has to integrate over this parameter space in the Lagrangian.
Applying the same arguments of gauge invariance, Lorentz invariance and reparametrization




























































We label the operators by their field content and B is the U(1)Y gauge boson. To distinguish
the two jet operators at O(λ3) we use the superscript (k) for k = 1 , 2 which denotes the
collinear direction in which the third field with momentum uPi is emitted. The operators












(0)νjR,n2 S1v + (n1 ↔ n2) ,
(30)
where Φ̃(0) = iσ2Φ
(0)∗. The zero momentum field Φ(0) has the gauge quantum numbers of
the Higgs doublet but it does not transform under gauge transformations in SCET. After




(0, v)T . (31)
These operators will give a non-vanishing contribution to the two body decay rates of S1 at
O(λ3). The second equation in (30) describes a mono-jet signature in the detector plus missing
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energy from the νR. All the fields in the remaining operators in the Lagrangian (29) carry
momentum different from zero.
The Wilson coefficients for the two jet Lagrangian at O(λ3) depend on the parameter u if
a particle with non zero momentum is emitted within the same jet. The superscript (u) on the
field implies the presence of a δ- function which is there to ensure that the large momentum
component of the second particle in the ith jet is fixed by u (n̄i · Pi). For an explicit derivation





























(u) = Q̄iL,n1 Φ
(u)
n1




(u) = Q̄iL,n1 Φ
(u)
n2
νjR,n2 S1v + (n1 ↔ n2) .
(33)
Note that two fermionic fields cannot be emitted in the same ni direction since that would
give a vanishing contribution due to n2 = n̄2 = 0. The last line in (29) contains the same
chirality operators built out of a down-type quark, a right handed neutrino and the U(1)Y
gauge boson. To maintain the subleading order power counting we can only include the
perpendicular component of the gauge invariant building block B⊥µ ∼ O(λ) of the gauge field.




(u) = d̄iR,n1 /B
⊥,(u)
n1




(u) = d̄iR,n1 /B
⊥,(u)
n2
νjR,n2 S1v + (n1 ↔ n2) ,
(34)
where the /B⊥n = γ
µ
⊥ B⊥,µn such that the perp component of the Bn is defined as:













There are no charge conjugate fields arising at O(λ3) and therefore all the operators conserve
the fermion number. Moreover this implies no mixing between the leading and sub-leading
order operators for the S1(3, 1,−13). Since all the operators are of canonical dimension five we
multiply each term by 1/Λ so that the Wilson coefficients are dimensionless. It is instructive
to do so because effectively the Wilson coefficients play the role of coupling constants.
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They are both suppressed by a factor of v2/Λ2 compared to the two body decay rates from
O(λ2) operators.
4.3 Leading power three body decays for S1
It is possible to have the same field content as in (29) with each collinear field emitted in
one separate collinear direction ni. These operators describe the decays of the leptoquark S1
into three jet final states though the phase space would be much smaller and the decay rates































The Wilson coefficients in this case depend also on the invariant mass m2k` for any (k, `) pair





















S1v + (n1 ↔ n2) ,
(39)
where n1, n2, n3 are the three collinear directions each defining a jet signature in a possible
event in the experiment. From the three jet Lagrangian in (38) we compute the squared matrix
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element for a three body decay of the leptoquark S1 into two fermions and a Higgs boson:



























where m2Ld = (pL + pd)
2, m2Qν = (pQ + pν)




(n1 · n2)(n̄1 · p1)(n̄2 · p2) +O(λ2)
≈ 1
2
(n1 · n2)(n̄1 · p1)(n̄2 · p2)
(41)














































































In computing the squared matrix element we have summed over the two perp polarization























The gauge coupling and the U(1) generator Y dependence in the decay rates in the above
equations follow from the Feynman rule for the physical Bµ⊥ derived from the corresponding
SCET field Bµ⊥ that is: g′Y ε?⊥(p).
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5 SCET formalism for the scalar leptoquark S3(3, 3,−13)
There are several possible extensions to the SM that tempt to interpret the observed anomalies
in B-physics systems. Most of these theoretical models that use scalar leptoquarks as a viable
explanation contain both the singlet S1 and another scalar leptoquark S3 that transforms as
a triplet under SU(2)L with hypercharge −1/3 [18, 25]. Such models seem to give promising
solution both to the R(D∗) and to the neutral current process b → sµ+µ−. It is therefore of
interest to apply our framework to the triplet S3 and find its tree level decay rates. We present
in the following section the S3 effective Lagrangian in SCET at O(λ2) and O(λ3) for two and
three body final states.
5.1 Leading power two jet operators for the S3




is an SU(2) triplet it should be understood as S3 ≡ taSa3 , for a = 1, 2, 3 and ta generators of
the SU(2). As a result gauge invariance constrains the operator basis a lot more in this case.
Indeed we find only one operator that describes the decays of the S3 into two energetic SM
particles going into the collinear directions n1 and n2. It is a dimension four operator built
out of a quark and a lepton doublet and the S3 where the SM doublets couple to the S3 triplet

















L,n2 + (n1 ↔ n2) . (47)
where i, j are flavor indices and the a, b, c are SU(2) indices. The heavy particle S3 is treated
within the HSEFT as described before where S3v(x) contains only the soft momentum fluctu-
ations. The Wilson coefficients are defined in the same way as in equation (24) and they are
dimensionless. We notice that similarly to the L(λ
2)
S1
the Lagrangian in (46) violates fermion
number conservation. The leading order two body decay rates of the leptoquark S3 are gov-
erned by the matrix elements of the Lagrangian in (46), which allows for a decay into a left
handed quark and a left handed lepton. The total two body decay rate at O(λ2) for S3
evaluates to:







5.2 Subleading power two jet operators for the S3
AtO(λ3) the symmetries allow for a larger number of operators both for two and three collinear
directions. For two jet final states we find six operators of mixed chirality and two operators
13



























































We name the operators and the Wilson coefficients based on their field content, where W here
is the SU(2) gauge boson. The operators in the first line in (49) contain the zero momentum




= Q̄iL,n1 S3v Φ








+ (n1 ↔ n2) ,
(50)





(u) = Q̄iL,n1 S3v Φ
(u)
n1




(u) = Q̄iL,n1 S3v Φ
(u)
n2




















+ (n1 ↔ n2) ,
(51)
The triplet S3 very similarly to S1 will decay into right handed neutrinos, left handed quarks
and SM Higgs and into left handed leptons together with right handed down-type quarks.
Lastly the same chirality operators in equation (49) contain the perp component of a SU(2)L




(u) = d̄iR,n1 S3v /W
⊥,(u)
n1




(u) = d̄iR,n1 S3v /W
⊥,(u)
n2
νjR,n2 + (n1 ↔ n2) ,
(52)
where the perp component of the gauge invariant building block Wµ is defined:





Subleading operators with the zero momentum field Φ(0) in (50) will give a contribution to




























5.3 Leading power three body decays for S3
We can also explore the leading power three jet final states for this leptoquark where the




















































+ (n1 ↔ n2) .
(56)
The field content of the above operators is the same as for the two jet decays, though exper-
imentally they would have very different angular distributions. Three body decay rates for
left-right chirality operators here are:































where m2ij is the invariant mass of the particle pair (i, j) and for simplicity in notation we
keep the field chirality labels implicit in the m2ij. The same chirality operator with the right























where | ta |2 is a color factor coming from the definition of the collinear field W in SCET
defined in (7).
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The vector Uµ1 is another interesting example from the family of leptoquarks that has been
introduced as a solution to the departures from SM in the flavour sector [18, 20]. It is a color
triplet, SU(2) singlet and has hypercharge 2/3. In the following section we analyse its decays
in leading and subleading order in power counting. All interactions of the field Uµ1 here are
described in the soft limit by the HVEFT shown in Section 3.
6.1 Leading power two jet operators for the Uµ1




= CijU1QLLL(Λ,MU1 , µ)O
ij
U1QLLL






























+ (n1 ↔ n2) .
(60)
where /U1v⊥ = γ
µ
⊥ ·U1v⊥µ with γ
µ
⊥ defined in (36). Then at leading order the vector leptoquark























where the Wilson coefficients above are in the mass basis.
6.2 Subleading power two jet operators for the Uµ1
At O(λ3) we find there are two operator constructions allowed by gauge invariance and space-
time symmetries.They differ by the SM scalar doublet Φ and the zero momentum field Φ(0)
defined in (31). It is also useful to define the reparametrization invariant quantity Πµ such
that:
Πµ =




where Πµ → −Πµ under hermitian conjugate and it is odd for n↔ n̄ [46]. Then the Lagrangian


























(Λ,MU1 , µ, u)O
(k) ij
U1QL`R










Φ(u)n1 Π · U1v `
j
R,n2




Φ(u)n2 Π · U1v `
j
R,n2
− (n1 ↔ n2) .
(64)
We divide by the large scale Λ so that the Wilson coefficients remain dimensionless. The sum
in the second line in (63) accounts for both cases when the field Φ(u) with momentum fraction
uPi is emitted in the n1 or n2 direction. The vector v is the reference vector vµ = (1, 0, 0, 0)











6.3 Leading power three body decays for Uµ1
It is not difficult to find the operator basis for Uµ1 for three jet final states. The symmetries














(µ) + h.c. , (66)









− (n1 ↔ n2) . (67)
In comparison to the scalars S1 and S3 there are no right handed neutrino interactions at
























In deriving the above expression we have averaged over the polarizations of the massive vector
and use the following relation for massless particles collinear in n1 and n2 directions:















7 Running of the Wilson coefficients
In the process of scale separation in an EFT, Wilson coefficients are the functions that capture
the hard scale dependence. They correspond to loop diagrams with vertices from the full theory
that have been integrated out. Inherently they depend on logarithms of ratios of the hard scale
Λ and the factorization scale µ. Thus a reliable result on the decay rates of heavy particles
considered within an EFT framework requires resummation of these large logarithms in the
Wilson coefficients.
In SCET it is possible to achieve this using renormalization group techniques. Wilson
coefficients obey well defined renormalization group (RG) equations which are derived from
renormalization of their corresponding operators. At one loop the type of diagrams that
contribute to the renormalization of the O(λ2) operators are shown in Fig.(1). In the most
general case the RG equation is a matrix equation such that:
dC(µ)
d lnµ
= Γ(µ)⊗ C(µ) , (70)
where Γ is the anomalous dimension matrix in generation space and C is the matrix of Wilson
coefficients in generation space. The symbol ⊗ takes into account that the ordering of Γ and
C matters. The solution of (70) can then be formally written as:






and it systematically resums the large logarithms of type ln(Λ2/µ2).
The anomalous dimension Γ of a SCET operator with three external lines, one heavy
particle and two collinear particles in n1 and n2 directions depends on the cusps anomalous
dimensions γ
(r)
cusp(αr), on the single-particle anomalous dimensions γ
i and on the leptoquark
anomalous dimension γLQ such that [32, 47, 48]:
































2 are the Casimir operators of the
leptoquark, the n1 and n2 collinear particles respectively for the gauge group (r) where these
particles transform. For a non-Abelian group SU(N) the Casimir operator is Ci = (N
2−1)/2N
for the fundamental representation and Ci = N for the adjoint representation. For the Abelian
group U(1)Y we have Ci = Y
2
i , where Yi is the hypercharge of the particle. The γ
(r)
cusp(αr)
are functions of the coupling constant arising from light like Wilson loops [49, 50]. Up to
NNLO they depend only on αr for each symmetry group G
(r) [51–53]. For SM particles,
γi are matrices in generation space that contain SM Yukawa matrices. They multiply the
corresponding Wilson coefficient either from the left or from the right as described below.
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Figure 1: Soft and collinear gluon emissions for the one-loop renormalization of operators at O(λ2).
The double line indicates a heavy leptoquark. The first diagram corresponds to soft gauge boson
emissions, the second diagram describes final state interactions, the last diagram accounts for the
type of diagrams where gauge bosons are emitted from the collinear Wilson lines. In the first two
diagrams gauge bosons have soft momentum scaling, in the third diagram they have collinear scaling.
Here we present the resummation of the Wilson coefficients in the mass basis for the leading
power two jet operators for the leptoquarks S1, S3 and U
µ
1 . We show in the appendix (B)
the anomalous dimensions for the three jet operators at O(λ3) and a very similar procedure
can be straightforwardly extended for the Wilson coefficients of these operators. We work at
leading order in RG improved perturbation theory (PT), which is equivalent to resumming
the large logarithms at next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) order. This requires the two loop
expressions for γ
(r)
cusp(αr), one loop expression for γ
i and one loop γLQ. This estimate would
give a prediction of the running effects to the tree level matching coefficients for various
decay rates. In the appendix (A) we collect the explicit expressions for the cusp anomalous
dimensions and the beta functions at two loop.
7.1 Resummation effects on the singlet S1
From the formula (72) we derive the evolution of the Wilson coefficients of the O(λ2) operators


















































































where we use the notations (. ,γ) and (γ , .) for the single particle anomalous dimensions to in-
dicate a multiplication with the Wilson coefficient from the left and from the right respectively,
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such that:
(. ,γ) C ≡ C γ
(γ , .) C ≡ γ C
(74)
If γ is the anomalous dimension of an antiparticle the multiplication with the Wilson coefficient
is from the left and for a particle it becomes a multiplication from the right. The various single
























































where Y` is the Yukawa matrix for the lepton `, Yu and Yd are the Yukawa matrices for up
and down - type quarks. In practice we transform the Wilson coefficient in mass basis since
this is the relevant basis for physical quantities such as decay rates. In the mass basis the
Yukawa matrices in (75) become diagonal expect for the case of γQL . In this case one needs


























































where yq is the Yukawa coupling of the quark q and V = U
†
uUd is the CKM matrix. For the
numerical estimates we present here we take into account only the top quark Yukawa coupling.
All the other quark Yukawas, including in γuR have tiny effects in the resummation. We also
neglect the Yukawa coupling of the leptons in γ`R and in γLL . This means in practice for the
running of the Wilson coefficients in the mass basis the only relevant term including Yukawa




t ) as in the first line in (76) which becomes
diag (0, 0, y2t ), in this approximation. The evolution of the Yukawa coupling of the top quark


















In the case of leptoquarks the full gauge group running must be included for consistent nu-




















Figure 2: Resummation effects on Wilson coefficients of the O(λ2) operators for S1 as a function
of MS1 with top quark final state jets in all cases. The running is performed from the leptoquark
scale to the top mass. The solid lines show the whole contribution and the dashed lines show the
resummation only for the double logarithms.
We now present numerical results for the resummation of the Wilson coefficients from the
leptoquark scale to a lower scale for the O(λ2) operators for the S1 shown in (27). For these
operators the largest effects comes from t̄` final states. Therefore we fix the low scale to the
top quark mass and we consider MS1 = 3 TeV. We numerically integrate the evolution function







where ` here stands for a lepton either left handed or right handed. We find the following
results:
Ct`S∗1ucR`R(mt) ≈ 0.93 e
0.02i Ct`S∗1ucR`R(MS1)
Ct`S∗1QcLLL(mt) ≈ 0.92 e
0.07i Ct`S∗1QcLLL(MS1)
(79)
For the operator OijS1dRνR the running is practically independent on the specific final state
lepton flavour. In this case we find:




In Fig.(2) we show how the resummation effects vary for different values of MS1 . We compare
between the full running effects and the contribution only from terms multiplied by γ
(r)
cusp for
the full gauge group. In the latter case the single logarithmic terms coming from single-particle
anomalous dimensions are neglected. In practice this is often the case, where one resumms
only the double logarithms which exponentiate. Though in Fig.(2) it can be seen that this
difference is at least of O(10%). In fact this is a merit of the effective theory that RG methods
allow for a consistent resummation of the large logarithms, both single and double logarithms.
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C3QcL LL















Figure 3: Variation of the resummation effects on the CS3QcLLL with the mass of S3, for left handed
top quark and left handed lepton final states with initial scale around the leptoquark mass.The solid
line shows the whole contribution and the dashed line represents only the resummation of the double
logarithms.
7.2 Resummation effects on the triplet S3
As presented in Section 5.1 at leading order the triplet leptoquark S3 decays only into a left
handed quark and left handed lepton. In this case the Wilson coefficient CijS3QcLLL
obeys an











































The QCD running for double logarithmic terms has not changed and it is indeed the same for
the three leptoquarks since there are no QCD interactions between final sates at O(λ2). For
a 3 TeV leptoquark the effects are tiny in this case. They become more seizable for MS3 ≥ 4
TeV. For instance for MS3 = 4.5 TeV we find:
Ct`S3QcLLL(mt) ≈ 0.97 e
−0.02i Ct`S3QcLLL(MS3) (83)
In Fig.(3) we show how these effects change significantly when single logarithmic terms are





















Figure 4: Resummation effects on the Wilson coefficients of O(λ2) operators for Uµ1 as a function
of MU1 . The results are for top quark and lepton final state for CU1QLLL and CU1dR`R and top quark
and right handed neutrino for CU1uRνR . In both cases the initial scale is set to the MU1 . The solid
lines show the full effects and the dashed lines take into account only the double logs.
7.3 Resummation effects on the vector Uµ1
In a similar fashion we derive the anomalous dimensions of the leading order two jet operators















































































+ γU1 + (. ,γuR) ,
(84)






The results for top quark final states are shown in Fig.(4) both for the complete resummation
and for the separate double log contribution. Also in this case there is a significant difference
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of about 20% in neglecting the single log resummation. For MU1 = 3 TeV we find the following
numerical results:
Ct`U1QLLL(mt) ≈ 0.92 e
0.06i Ct`U1QLLL(MU1)
Ct`U1dR`R(mt) ≈ 0.95 e
0.01i Ct`U1dR`R(MU1)





7.4 Example of an analytic solution of the RG equation
At one loop contribution it is possible to derive an analytic solution of the RG equations
of the Wilson coefficients for the full SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) interactions. Beyond one loop
this is challenging because cusp anomalous dimensions and beta functions start to mix with
each other. Here we show an example of the exact solution for the evolution of the Wilson
coefficient for a NLL resummation. We consider the Wilson coefficient of the operator OijS∗1ucR`R









+ γS1QCD + γ
uR
QCD , (87)
where γuRQCD = −α3/π and γ
S1
QCD = −2α3/3π. Then it can be shown that the following
expression is a solution to the RG equation with anomalous dimension ΓQCDS∗1ucR`R
[55, 56]:
CijS∗1ucR`R







S(µ1, µ2)− aγ(µ1, µ2)
]
× CijS∗1ucR`R(Λ,MS1 , µ1)
(88)
where the Sudakov exponent S is given by:













and we have defined γ = γS1QCD + γ
uR
QCD and γ3 = −43γ
(3)
cusp. The quantity aγi is defined as:







In the above solution µ1 should be of the order of MS1 so that the initial condition is free of
large logarithms. Using the one loop expressions of the one-particle anomalous dimensions,






































where r = α3(µ2)/α3(µ1) and at LO in RG-improved PT aγ3 = (56/9π) ln r.
8 Matching for tree level Wilson coefficients
In this section we look at certain UV models for each of the leptoquarks we have consid-
ered and perform a tree level matching of the matrix elements into the corresponding SCET
Lagrangians. We match the operators that describe the two body decays at leading order
and subleding order in the parameter λ. We start with the renormalizable Lagrangian that
describes the S1 interactions. We follow a similar notation as in [23] and include an additional

























1 + h.c. (92)
where gij is the coupling strength between a quark of generation i and a lepton of the generation
j. Tree level matching of the matrix elements of the above Lagrangian into our effective








Matching of the subleading order SCET Lagrangian (29) into the (92) gives vanishing Wilson




























This is a remnant of the fact that at leading power the S1 couples only to the charge conjugate
of the quark field, while the SM Higgs boson and the gauge bosons do not have conjugate
particle vertices. In such a case it is not possible to get a hard propagator, which would have
been integrated out in the effective theory.
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L + h.c. (95)




Also in this case the Wilson coefficients at subleading order are equal to zero.
Lastly we look at the UV Lagrangian that describes the interactions of the vector lepto-
quark Uµ1 . Since this is a Lorentz vector there are more subtle issues that arise regarding the
UV completed model. The cases that are usually considered in literature are either a gauge
model where Uµ1 arises from the breaking of a gauge symmetry into the SM gauge group [5, 57]
or strongly interacting models [58]. The most general Lagrangian describing the interaction






























− igs(1− κU)U †1µT aU1νGaµν − igY
2
3
(1− κ̃U)U †1µU1νBµν + h.c.
(97)
The last two terms in (97) describe the interaction of the Uµ1 with other gauge fields but they
do not contribute to the matrix elements of the SCET operators for a tree level matching. We
require that in the collinear limit for the same initial and final states the matrix elements of
the Lagrangian in equation (59) and in (97) give the same result. Then we find the following









































where ydi is the Yukawa coupling of the down-type quark in generation i and y`j is the Yukawa
coupling of the lepton ` of generation j. Here the variable u represents the momentum fraction
that is caried by the scalar field Φ, which is emitted in the same jet with the final state QL.
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9 Conclusions
In this work we have applied a SCET framework to present a detailed discussion on the decay
rates of three beyond SM particles; two scalar leptoquarks S1, S3 and a vector leptoquark
Uµ1 . A consistent analysis of this problem requires treating the leptoquarks as heavy degrees
of freedom that interact with their lighter decay products described by SCET operators. We
have shown that at leading order in the effective theory the leptoquarks decay into two SM
particles and in the case of Uµ1 and S1 a right handed neutrino is also allowed as a final state.
In addition we have presented the subleading power two jet operators and the leading power
Lagrangians for three jet final states at O(λ3).
We have computed all the leading and sub-leading order two body decay rates together
with the differential decay rates for three body decays for the S1, S3 and U
µ
1 . We have used RG
equations of the SCET operators at leading order to resum the large logarithms in their Wilson
coefficients at next to leading logarithmic order. We have given numerical estimates of these
effects on the decay rates for some of the decays with most phenomenological interest. We have
found that for the two jet operators, for all the three leptoquarks, there is a significant effect
coming from the single logarithmic terms in the running of the Wilson coefficients. The decay
rates would change by as much as about 20% if the single logarithmic terms are not properly
resummed. We have observed that the leading power two jet decays of the scalar leptoquark S1
receive the largest correction from resummation. Lastly we have done a matching procedure of
our effective Lagrangians for the leptoquark S1, S3 and U
µ
1 into three corresponding extensions
of the SM with these heavy particles and show the relations between the Wilson coefficients
in our effective theory and various coupling constants in these models.
With this work we have extended the application of SCET for beyond SM - framework
developed in [32] to non-singlet exotic particles.We have studied leptoquarks which are con-
sidered main candidates for solving several observed deviations from the SM in the flavour
sector. On application grounds this work provides an estimation of the effects of resummation
on the main decay rates of the singlet leptoquark S1, the triplet S3 and the vector leptoquark
Uµ1 .
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A Two loop anomalous dimensions
In here we collect two loop expressions for the SM β-functions and cusp anomalous dimensions
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F = 1, C
(3)
A = 3, C
(2)
A = 2, C
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i over the active flavours of fermions. The
γ
(r)




































In all the calculations here we have fixed the number of active flavours to nf = 6.
B Anomalous dimensions for three jet operators at O(λ3)
For completeness we include here the anomalous dimensions of the three jet operators at
O(λ3) though for practical purposes they contribute only suppressed effects. Below we write






































































































+ γS1 + γdR + γB
(105)
The quantity m2k` is the invariant mass for the particle pair (k, `) and pi is the four momentum

































































































+ γS3 + γdR + γW
(106)
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+ γU1 + γQL + γΦ + γ`R
(107)
Notice that for all the above anomalous dimensions, in the RG equation the ordering of
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